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Enhancing performance in industrial collaborative networks

Collaborative networks, although still an open area of research and development, represent a promising paradigm in a knowledge-driven society. This paradigm is already established as a main trend in industrial production systems. A wide variety of early forms of collaborative networks have emerged during the last few years as a response to rapidly evolving challenges faced by business entities and the society in general. As such, highly integrated and dynamic supply chains, the extended and virtual enterprises, virtual organizations, and professional virtual communities, as well as the long term networks, clusters, and breeding environments for virtual organizations are examples of this trend that are indeed enabled by the advances in information and communication technologies.

In this context it is commonly assumed that participation in a collaborative network has the potential of bringing benefits to the involved companies. Among these benefits is an increase in 'survivability' of organizations in a context of market turbulence, as well as the possibility of better achieving common goals by excelling the individual capabilities. On the basis of these expectations we can find the following main factors: acquisition of a larger dimension, access to new/wider markets and new knowledge, sharing of risks and resources, and joining of complementary skills and capacities which in turn allow each entity to focus on its core competencies while keeping a high level of agility and gaining better share in the market/society. In addition to agility, the new organizational forms also induce innovation, and thus creation of new value, by exchange and confrontation of ideas and practices, combination of resources and technologies, and creation of synergies.

It is, however, timely to devise methods and approaches that allow not only the measurement of performance through explicit indicators, but also to induce better performance in such collaborative organizations. As illustrative examples, the following are relevant challenges:

- Identification and characterization of network-centric metrics and performance indicators.
- Combination of quantitative and qualitative reasoning methods in order to properly model and forecast the behaviour of networks composed of heterogeneous and autonomous entities, which frequently requires dealing with imprecise and incomplete knowledge.
Better understanding of base concepts such as the value system, trust, reciprocity, negotiation, etc, which drive the behaviour and thus the performance of collaborative networks.

Development of measuring and forecasting approaches and tools to improve the performance of collaborative networks.

Progress in this area requires a multi-disciplinary perspective and combination of theoretical developments accompanied by progressive empirical evidence. Simulation also appears as a fundamental instrument in this context, where there is not yet much historic data available.

This special issue comprises the extended version of a selection of papers from the PRO-VE’06 conference. The issue is focused on advanced research related to enhancement of performance in industrial collaborative networks. The papers are updated to present the latest status of the research and have been subject to rigorous peer review for journal publication.

The PRO-VE conference series, sponsored by IFIP (International Federation for Information Processing) and SOCOLNET (International Society of Collaborative Networks), is recognized as the most focused scientific/technical conference in the area, offering a platform for presentation and discussion of both the latest research developments and the industrial practice case studies. The 2006 edition, held in Helsinki, Finland, continued a series of successful conferences that started with PRO-VE’99 (held in Porto, Portugal), and has since continued with PRO-VE 2000 (Florianópolis, Brazil), PRO-VE’02 (Sesimbra, Portugal), PRO-VE’03 (Lugano, Switzerland), and PRO-VE’04 (Toulouse, France), PRO-VE’05 (Valencia, Spain), and finally PRO-VE’06 (Helsinki, Finland).

The papers included in this issue cover some important performance enhancements, namely:

- Abreu and Camarinha-Matos discuss the importance of a common value system in the sustainability of collaborative networks. They introduce some mechanisms to promote transparency and induce alignment of value systems, based on the reciprocity mechanism. The concepts of contributed and received benefits are modelled and extensively discussed as the basis for the promotion of collaboration. Data from existing networks is used to support the discussion of the proposed approach.

- Confessore et al., introduce a computational fast method for pricing of the delivery service in a logistics network. An analytical function which is able to predict transportation costs and an interaction protocol for customers and logistics operator to decrease total distribution costs are developed. Simulation is used to validate the approach.

- Beckett introduces an adaptation of the notion of absorptive capacity where both a company’s resource base and its knowledge base are considered as a framework to better understand requirements for participation in industrial virtual enterprises. In particular, capital and time are introduced as key resources in the assimilation of new technology. Empirical evidence from a large scale SME network is used to support the discussion and conclusions.

- Msanjila and Afsarmanesh discuss the importance of trust establishment in collaborative networks, introducing an objective (fact-based) trust analysis approach for large virtual organization breeding environments. They identify
a set of elements/metrics as necessary for measuring/assessing the trustworthiness of different organizations, and a quantitative approach to trust level assessment to compare the trustworthiness of different organizations. A simulation approach is also suggested to estimate the evolution of organizations’ trustworthiness based on their past data.

- Kaihara and Fujii address the issue of negotiation in consortia formation, following a game theoretic approach and combining other elements from marketing science. A multi-agent based negotiation experiment is also introduced.

- Krawczyk-Brylka and Piotrowski also focus on the negotiation problem by introducing a quantitative model of negotiations and metrics to evaluate the quality (performance and satisfaction) of negotiations in different environments. For this purpose four quality attributes are defined and analysed.

- Liston et al. propose the use of discrete event simulation as a means of evaluating proposed virtual organization configurations within the request for quotation (RFQ) process. The work presented is targeted at manufacturing based VOs that are created to carry out specific manufacturing tasks, as outlined in an RFQ. Data from an existing virtual organization’s breeding environment is used to illustrate the use of DES to support VO creation.

- Gloor et al. provide a contribution correlating social network structures with individual and organizational performance. Using an experiment with online learning communities, they compare the structure of social network and the performance of their individual and team participants in a multi-user online computer game with the social network structure and performance among the student teams.

Collaborative networks represent a young discipline and there are certainly many more challenges ahead related to this particular topic. Nevertheless, we expect this issue to contribute to a better understanding of the area and provide a basis for further developments.

Finally, we would like to acknowledge the very valuable comments/contributions from the reviewers and the authors who contributed to this special issue.
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